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Greetings from a hot, polluted and strangely quiet Chiang Mai. Like everywhere the COVID-19 necessary 

precautions are in place and largely being followed by most people.  

We at Hope Home have been limiting outside activities such as physiotherapy sessions and school for 

many weeks, and limiting visitors too. In the last few weeks our only times out with children have been 

to go to doctors’ appointments, and thankfully now these have been changed to the child not going, 

only a care giver. The children are a little confused and a little cooped up –but this is a small price to pay 

if it all helps stop the spread. The children have been very good and wearing their masks when outside- 

which we would have been doing anyways because of the extreme pollution – and also very good at 

washing their hands too.  

Unfortunately Joy has not been well through this time, and she had a spell towards the end of February 

in hospital requiring being on a ventilator for respiratory issues, and then 2 days ago her condition 

plummeted again and she is back in hospital on intensive care but hoping to be moved to a ward soon. 

We have not been allowed to visit her while in ITU and as part of the COVID-19 protocol, only one 

person can stay with her when on the ward –pray we can persuade the hospital to allow us to switch out 

between 2 staff members day and night. Pray for Joy to recover speedily too. 

Satang also had her doctor’s appointment today, but thankfully she stayed at home and staff went. 

Satang has done amazingly well and on new medication has not actually had a seizure (fit) for almost a 

month. Her activities are much increased and she is demonstrating a very noisy but determined 

character. This is great news. Unfortunately the new drug she is on now is not covered by the 

medications under the hospital cover and this means we are needing to pay for these. We are trusting 

God for the provision of funds each month for these medicines, since they have turned the corner for 

Satang and it must feel so good not to be in a body having uncontrollable seizures all the time. She has 

many more tests between now and her next appointment with the doctor in 6 months’ time but 

hopefully she will continue to thrive on this new medication and not suffer too much from the side 

effects.  

Thankfully the boys at Hope Home stay well, and just generically naughty – extra special fun when all 

home from school and all confined to our house and the occasional walk round the village. Amos is 

missing his little shopping trips out, and we miss our playdates with little friends who used to live with 

us. However we are thankful for health, for staff who have stayed healthy throughout and are 

committed to caring well for each child and for the companionship of each other at the home during 

these times.  

CAM office is maintaining a 2 person only policy at the office and the rest of us work from home using 

the internet etc to complete jobs that do not involve contact with people. By the time normality 

resumes here we will be merging our office with two other office units of the CCT. I am already getting 

to know them better since I am now helping them with donor communication works, and a lot of 

reporting. Pray for us, and for Hope Home just now since  we are both looking ahead to new foci and 

new ways of working, which require a funding source. We have had opportunity to seek funding from a 

country embassy fund, so last week I got together proposals for both SDSU (Social development services 



unit) of the CCT and one for Hope Home. We will not know if we are successful in our application until 

June but it is worth trying and was too good an opportunity to pass up.  

That’s about it here –like you everything is closed or closing, church is over the internet, and no group 

gatherings allowed. I do hope and pray that across the world the spread can stop and new infections 

cease –and we can all do our part by social isolation, and taking all preventative measures possible. We 

are aware how vulnerable our children are if they get near the virus, and we are doing all we can to 

protect them. Above all we, like many, are seeing the way human acts of kindness are showing through, 

not just by the dedicated medical staff for whom I have unending admiration, but by the general public 

in the local community around us looking out for each other and helping each other. There is much to 

fear and be distressed about at this time, but let’s hold on to the hope we have in a Sovereign God, and 

look for the good things we are seeing around us. For us one example is the local nursing home for 

elderly people just up the road from us, came by with spare bottles of hand gel to distribute to our staff 

too.  

Please look after yourselves, look out for each other and be there in whatever way it is possible to, for 

vulnerable people. At times like this I feel very far away from my family, and wish I could be nearer to 

help them, but the reality is that I am not home, and would not be able to even if it felt right to leave 

here….the wonderful benefit of skype Is being able to keep in touch and see them every day. And, to be 

honest, if I was home by now I would be one of the nurses working I would hope- I pray for strength and 

safety for my nursing colleagues across the world. This time will pass and let’s pray that it eases soon 

and with more speed than is currently being predicted. 

Oh…almost forgot…we did manage a birthday celebration for Becca and also Yoy, our male employee 

who helps Wichai….he organized Karaoke – we were very tuneful and I am sure the neighbours loved us! 

We did warn them first but a good job one of the neighbours is Becca and the other side an empty plot!! 

Anyways –this comes with love, with concern for you wherever you are, and thanks for the way you care 

and support through your encouraging messages.  

Keep well-keep safe- be safe!  

Love from Judy 

Photos on next page 

1. Tada says fell free to ring me for a chat! My phone always works 

2. This is the wonderful Chiang Mai pollution! 

3. When too hot –swim! 



 

 

 

 


